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THREAT ALERT: DarkGate Loader
Cybereason issues Threat Alerts to inform customers of emerging impacting threats,

including recently observed DarkGate Loader. Cybereason Threat Alerts summarize

these threats and provide practical recommendations for protecting against them.

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

Cybereason Security Services is investigating incidents that involve DarkGate Loader,

a modular loader delivered via phishing email and responsible for deploying

post-exploitation payloads.

Threat Actors deploy DarkGate Loader as an AutoIt script, which contains an

encrypted payload. The AutoIt script decrypts and injects the payload into different

processes. The execution of DarkGate Loader ultimately leads to execution of

post-exploitation tools such as Cobalt Strike and Meterpreter. This Threat Alert

provides an overview of an attack involving DarkGate Loader.

Impact

The purpose of DarkGate Loader is to deploy post-exploitation tools while evading

detection.

cybereason.com
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DarkGate Loader Attack Flow Diagram

KEY OBSERVATIONS

● Infection chain via PDF: Threat Actor tricks victims into downloading

malicious PDF files, which leads to execution of malicious VBS script.

● DarkGate loader delivered in AutoIt script format: DarkGate Loader is

within the AutoIt script in the form of an encrypted payload. AutoIt decrypts

the encrypted payload during the runtime and injects itself to remote

processes.

● Fast paced delivery of post-exploitation: Observed DarkGate Loader

incident delivered post-exploitation tools such as Meterpreter and Cobalt

Strike within 6 hours after DarkGate Loader execution. The deployment of

post-exploitation tools also includes Lateral Movement to critical

infrastructure, leading to greater impact across organizations.

● Post-exploitation activities detected by Cybereason: Cybereason Defense

Platform generates detections upon exploitation.
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ANALYSIS

Initial Infection

Initial infection is established via a PDF attached to a phishing email, or spread via

Microsoft Teams or Skype.. Upon opening the PDF, the victim is presented with a

page ostensibly introducing a business similar to the figure below:

Malicious Attachment Example

While this example is in English, similar attachments have been observed in French,

Portuguese and Italian, suggesting that the threat actor is attempting to reach as

wide an audience as possible and may be tailoring their phishing attempts to a

potential victim's geolocation.

When the victim clicks the “Open” button, a default browser window is opened and a

connection to the attacker’s initial command and control (C2) address is established;

a ZIP archive is downloaded and saved to the directory
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C:\Users\[USERNAME]\AppData\Local\Temp\. In this case, the initial C2 domain was

hxxp://eventionevents[.]com, but others have been observed.

Initial Infection Flow

The archive is then unzipped and the initial payload executed. This payload is an

obfuscated VBScript file that follows the naming convention, Report-[NUMBER].vbs.

As of the time of this writing multiple related payloads have been observed on

VirusTotal, but the majority of them remain unflagged as malicious, possibly due to

their obfuscation.

Obfuscated Portion Of Malicious VBScript File
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Execution

AutoIt Process Tree

The VBScript Report-[NUMBER].vbs acts as a downloader for DarkGate Loader. The

VBScript execution proceeds to execute cmd.exe and abuses the curl command to

download two main components:

● Autoit3.exe: Main AutoIt executable, a freeware scripting language for

Windows.

● ymehvz.au3: Encrypted payload of DarkGate Loader

Once the download is successful, cmd.exe proceeds to execute the encrypted AutoIt

payload ymehvz.au3with Autoit3.exe. The encrypted AutoIt payload ymehvz.au3

decrypts itself in memory as shellcode and injects into multiple remote processes.

One example observed was the legitimate binary forMicrosoftEdgeUpdate.exe,

located in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft\EdgeUpdate\. This process is used

as a ‘surrogate’ of sorts to load and execute DarkGate into memory. The execution

flow proceeds to load other various malware in memory to conduct additional stages

of the attack, as covered in detail in the following sections.

https://www.autoitscript.com/site/
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Lateral Movement

Observed attackers moved quickly and deliberately in their lateral movement efforts.

The red team tool, Snaffler, was loaded into the memory of getmac.exe through code

injection. Snaffler is used to collect a list of machines with readable file shares. After

this, the eternalbluemodule was loaded into getmac.exe. This module appears to

be a C# implementation to exploit ms17-010, also known as Eternal Blue. Network

behavior was recorded showing connection attempts over SMB to several machines

in the network. While no hosts were exploited, this would have still given the attacker

vital information on any hosts in the network that responded such as SMB version,

SMB signing status, and Operating System version.

After collecting host names, the attacker followed a standard routine for the actual

lateral movement:

● Host A would perform the following command through a command shell -

○ query process * /server:[REMOTE HOST]

■ This command returns a list of all running processes on the

remote host.

■ This also lets the attacker know that the host is online and that

they are able to authenticate to it.

● Next, the attacker transfers a randomly named executable to the writable

ADMIN$ share on the remote host through SMB.

● MS-RPC calls for CREATE_SERVICE and START_SERVICE are observed for the

randomly named executable indicating that it would be executed as a service

with SYSTEM level permissions.

● This service execution creates a child process of rundll32.exe that hosts

injected code believed to be Cobalt Strike.

https://github.com/SnaffCon/Snaffler
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security-updates/securitybulletins/2017/ms17-010
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Lateral Movement Process Tree

Credential Dumping

Internal Monologue

Evidence of credential dumping was found in getmac.exe through the injected

module InternalMonologue, a C# implementation of an Internal Monologue attack.

The Internal Monologue attack exploits multiple vulnerabilities in the

implementation of the NTLM protocol to impersonate and collect user tokens along

with downgrading the security of NTLM. This allows the attacker to eventually crack

and pass the NTLM hash to other processes for privilege escalation or to remote

hosts for lateral movement.

https://github.com/eladshamir/Internal-Monologue
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Key Logging

In our investigation, file creation events were observed for files in a randomly named

folder of the C:\ProgramData\ directory location. One file, with the naming

convention {DATE OF CREATION}.log, contains keystrokes logged by DarkGate that

have been encrypted and written to this file. Copies of AutoIT.exe, the au3 payload,

and the encrypted malware configuration file were found in this directory as well.

Enumeration / Discovery

Several processes are used in the post-infection phase for enumeration and

discovery, both for information on the infected machine and for network information

that could be leveraged for lateral movement. As previously mentioned, getmac.exe

was used as a vehicle to load tools such as Snaffler and Eternal Blue exploits in

memory, allowing the threat actor to gain in-memory discovery tool functionality.

Further, the query process /server:[REMOTE HOST] command was used to

enumerate process information on lateral movement targets.

In addition to this, Windows native commands were leveraged for additional

discovery and enumeration:

● systeminfo - Displays configuration details of a machine, including operating

system information.

● net group [GROUP NAME] /do - Used to look up information on groups with

elevated privileges. The /do parameter indicates that the action is done on the

domain controller.

● net user [USERNAME] /do - Used to look up information on users with

elevated privileges. The /do parameter indicates that the action is done on the

domain controller. net1.exewas also used.

● ping [REMOTE HOST] - Used to test connectivity with remote hosts.

● nltest /domain_trusts /all_trusts - Returns a list of all trusted domains.
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● query process /server:[REMOTE HOST] - Displays information about user

sessions on the remote host.

Results for some discovery and enumeration attempts appear to be saved to the

C:\users\public\ directory via text files managed by getmac.exe. The names of the

text files appear to give a clue as to their contents. For example, pc.txt is thought to

contain machine configuration details while processes.txt is thought to contain

information on running processes. Of particular note is the file esx.txt, which may be

related to reconnaissance for VMWare ESXi servers. Threat actors are known to look

for vulnerable ESXi servers onto which they can deploy ransomware for massive

impact across an affected organization’s infrastructure.

At this stage, the threat actor appears to have gathered all of the information

necessary to move into the impact phase of the attack.

Persistence

As mentioned in the Lateral Movement section, one of the main persistence

mechanisms observed came through the use of Cobalt Strike payloads being

executed as services. In the event any of these machines were rebooted, the C2

connections would be restored once the malicious services executed.

In addition, Cybereason also observed the previously mentioned surrogate,

microsoftedgeupdate.exe, creating a randomly named LNK file that is dropped to

the initial victim’s startup directory. This file creation occurred just after the initial

infection.

https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-039a
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-039a
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Persistence Through LNK file Creation In The Startup Directory

File Analysis
Basic binary analysis was performed to gain better insight into the configuration of

the initial AutoIT loader.

Au3 File

The au3 file is an obfuscated AutoIT V3 script file.
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Obfuscated AutoIT V3 File Output

We were able to extract the AutoIT V3 encoded script file (.a3x) from the au3 file.

Hex View Indicating AU3 File Type

The retrieved AutoIT V3 encoded script file (.a3x) is a 64-bit executable file. By

converting the 64-bit AutoIT executable to 32-bit executable, we were able to extract

the AutoIT original script.
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AutoIT V3 script (.au3) ⇨ AutoIT V3 encoded script (.a3x) ⇨ AutoIT 32 bit Executable

(.exe) ⇨ AutoIT original script

AutoIT Original Script Analysis

The AutoIT script has another obfuscated EXE stored in the form of bytearray.

Byte Array Containing Obfuscated EXE

The AutoIT script performs the following action:

● Checks if the user is SYSTEM before loading the malicious exe. (@UserName <>

"SYSTEM")

● Tries to load the malicious EXE to memory.

● Changes the protection on a memory region using the VirtualProtect

function.
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○ DllCall("kernel32.dll", "BOOL", "VirtualProtect", "ptr",

DllStructGetPtr($qFWNonsGSq), "int", BinaryLen($DMZVZwdRfQ),

"dword", 0x40, "dword*", $oldprotect)

● Passes message information to the specified window procedure.

○ DllCall("user32.dll", "lresult", "C"&chr(97)&"llWindowProc",

"ptr", DllStructGetPtr($qFWNonsGSq), "hwnd", 0, "uint", 0,

"wparam", 0, "lparam", 0)

● Checks if Sophos is installed on the machine.

○ C:\Program Files (x86)\Sophos

AutoIT Script Performing Various Actions
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Indicators of Compromise (Post-Exploitation)

Cybereason Security Services has provided a list of IoCs associated with known

post-exploitation activities:

Type Value Comment

Domain hxxps://eventionevents[.]com Initial C2 domain

IP 192.185.155[.]6 Initial C2 address

Domain hxxp://prestige-castom[.]com Secondary C2 domain

IP 162.33.179[.]65 Secondary C2 address

Domain tsvsnjv[.]com Secondary C2 domain

Domain freedomsepter[.]com Secondary C2 domain

Domain wilenters[.]com Secondary C2 domain

IP 88.214.26[.]31 Secondary C2 address

IP 162.33.179[.]65 Secondary C2 address

Hash eaeacd7fd94df79722822196f20e739eadc1a68d 40e94ef.exe (file name)

Hash 53fbcfac0b48c6f5f9efcc5ba2f1aeca590cbedf 442a47c.exe (file name)

Hash dd134548a930d9314601160088f187809ce6b384 B0b6b50.exe (file name)

Hash dce75484e139348a06da74157da57ea6ef6ae623 9f69585.exe (file name)

Hash 6c6cdc3c658a488a68fc5c15331eb88899aa5ee0 F98f774.exe (file name)

Hash 53fbcfac0b48c6f5f9efcc5ba2f1aeca590cbedf 442a47c.exe (file name)

These indicators can be used for threat hunting purposes.
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CYBEREASON RECOMMENDATIONS

The Cybereason Defense Platform can detect and prevent DarkGate infections and

post-exploitation behaviors. Cybereason recommends the following actions:

● Enable Application Control to block the execution of malicious files.

● Enable Variant Payload Preventionwith prevent mode on Cybereason

Behavioral execution prevention.

● To hunt proactively, use the Investigation screen in the Cybereason Defense

Platform. Based on the search results, take further remediation actions, such

as isolating the infected machines and deleting the payload file.

● Add the aforementioned IoCs to the custom reputation with “Block & Prevent”
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